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Abstract 
On a daily basis, large numbers of research articles are published world-wide. Usually the meta data of these articles 
are made available in bibliographic datasets. The format of such bibliographic dataset is generally in xml format. This format is 
generally used for data transfer between systems and for data processing by systems. An xml bibliographic dataset will have 
many article tags and its sub tags specify the meta data associated with each article. Usually an article tag will be associated with 
many meta data sub tags. Extraction of article title tags is essential for domain based classification of articles. This extraction and 
subsequent classification of research article titles present in a bibliographic dataset is a laborious task which is usually done 
manually. Hence a fast and efficient technique is essential to extract titles from datasets and is the need of the hour. In this article, 
a fast map reduced based approach is proposed to quickly extract research articles titles from bibliographic dataset. Articles from 
DBLP bibliographic dataset of past 3 years is used in this study. Hadoop Map reduce method is used to speed up the title 
extraction process from large xml based bibliographic datasets. Performance analysis revealed that the proposed method is quick, 
efficient and highly scalable. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICETEST – 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
           The domain of Computer Science and Engineering has been constantly evolving and now has established 
itself as a major field in engineering with lot of sub domains and specialization areas. This undeniable fact is 
emphasized on a daily basis by an innumerable number of technological advancements and discoveries occurring in  
this domain Lot of research activity are going on in each of its specialized areas and a large number of research 
articles are published as a consequence. A large number of research articles are also published in conference and 
online journals as part of academic research happening in academic institutions and universities on a variety of day 
to day developments in this fascinating field. These article metadata are collected and published as xml based 
bibliographic dataset by various agencies. But most of them do not contain the domain of the article, the domain of 
trending articles and other such statistics. Currently, there is no well-known system to detect such statistics and 
domain topics from research paper titles. This paper put forward a suitable framework for the same. 
University of Trier, in Germany hosts DBLP bibliographic dataset. This is a dataset which provides 
metadata about computer science publications in xml format [1]. A lot of researchers world-wide utilize this dataset 
for getting know how  about the details of articles published in various topics in computer science under different 
categories such as journals, articles, conference proceedings and so on [2, 3, 4,5]. Wide range of computer science 
topics are covered in this dataset which comprises topics such as Computer Networks, Image Processing, Computer 
Graphics, Artificial Intelligence, Databases, Data Mining, Cloud computing, Information Extraction and so forth 
.Dataset encompasses meta data of more than 2.5 million articles which can be further classified into several sub-
topics, sub-sub-topics and so on. This xml dataset has lots of information which entices researchers to deeply delve 
into it in order to unravel interesting and useful statistics from it [6]. For example, analysis of dataset for a particular 
time interval, say most recent 6 months reveals that there will be set of certain topics in computer science which will 
have more significant number of publications depicting its trending nature and academic interest than other sub 
domains. Certain topics with steadily increasing number of articles in a time interval indicate the emerging topics. 
This type of statistics collection requires fast extraction of titles from dataset. Since the data set is of very huge size 
manually finding article title from each article sub tag is a laborious and time consuming task. The novel framework 
proposed in this article is an accurate solution to this problem.  
 An open source software framework which can help to quickly process big semi structured and 
unstructured data in parallel is Hadoop which is the architecture to automatically manage a distributed cluster of 
commodity computer systems. Map reduce is the processing paradigm in Hadoop architecture which has been used 
in quickly extracting online information [7] and also for xml keyword search [8]. Many libraries of map reduce 
paradigm have been made available for wide range of platforms taking into consideration its huge popularity across 
users .The implementation of distributed cluster of commodity machines is made possible by Hadoop framework 
which is an open source project of Apache Foundation. The proposed framework utilizes Hadoop based distributed 
architecture and map-reduce algorithms to greatly enhance the speed for extracting titled from xml based dataset 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the xml format and framework used for 
extracting article titles based on map reduce Section 3 discusses the map reduce configurations used. Section 4 gives 
the performance comparison results and Section 5 concludes with future research directions. 
 
2. Framework for Title Extraction 
With over 2.8 million publication details, DBLP computer science Bibliography dataset is one of the 
largest bibliographic sets in the world. It is actually a collection of metadata of articles published in several 
thousands of journals or conferences by different authors. The format is of an xml file having a root tag and various 
sub tags which contains all bibliographic records. It is also associated with a dtd or its corresponding document type 
definition file. The main approaches to parse XML are DOM and SAX parsers. A DOM parser produces an in-
memory tree representation for the XML input which is suitable for small or medium sized XML documents. This is 
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not of much use for a >400M document like dblp.xml.A lower level call back interface is provided by SAX parser 
which is suitable for large documents. There are different call back methods and methods such as 'startElement', 
'endElement' and 'characters' are called if an open tag, end tag, or any characters in between the tags are recognized. 
The popular SAX parser was used to extract titles and year from xml dblp dataset. The extracted titles and year will 
be indexed and stored in file. Also, the xml dataset was processed using map-reduce framework for improving and 
comparing performance metrics. 
 
 
2.1 xml format 
 
The format of dblp dataset considered is given below. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1.xml data format 
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2.2 Title Extraction – Map Reduce 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.Hadoop Map Reduce Framework 
3. Map-reduce Algorithms  
 Map-reduce algorithms processes large dataset in parallel and efficient manner. Two mapper functions 
were used. One was to sort the dataset based on year. The second mapper function was used to extract titles from the 
year wise sorted dataset. Mapper function will take the input file and a set of titles is given as output based on year. 
The output of mapper function is stored in a file. Map function will allocate the number of map tasks based on the 
number of input records in the xml records.  
Three steps are required for processing xml files. 
1- A driver class to configure and run the map and reduce programs 
2- Mapper ad reduce classes 
3- InputFormat and XMLReader classes 
The configuration file and steps for extraction are given below. 
 
 
  
       
Fig.3.xml configuration                            Fig.4.xml parsing 
4. Performance Results 
Experiments were performed on a 4 node (Configuration-Core i7 ,2.1 GHz, 4GB RAM) Hadoop cluster using 
map reduce based xml parser algorithm for title extraction. The results were compared with xml parsing without 
map- reduce for title extraction alone. 
  
XML Configuration  
 
1. Specify the Input format class  
2. Give start tag and end tag to be 
parsed 
3. Give i/p path and o/p path 
4. Give all required classes 
 
Algorithm-Title Extraction using Map Reduce 
Input to Map Function: DBLP xml dataset 
map(key, value): 
// key: xml doc name; value: text of document 
 for each tag ‘title’ in value: 
  emit(title, content inside title tag) 
reduce(key, values): 
// key: ‘title’; value: an iterator over content 
 output = “ “ 
 for each content v in values: 
  output+= ‘$’+v 
 emit(output)  
HADOOP 
Xml file 
HDFS  
Temporal Sort 
(Map Reduce 
based) 
Title Extraction 
(Map Reduce 
Based) 
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Fig.5.Performance Comparison 
5. Conclusion 
In this work we focused on a map reduced based approach to quickly identify the titles of articles in a large 
bibliographic dataset in a temporal manner. We chose year as sorting parameter and then extracted the titles 
from DBLP dataset using Hadoop map reduce technique. Performance was compared with normal sax parser 
without map-reduce. As a future work, phrases can be extracted from title .Then keywords can be extracted 
from phrases which can then be used to map titles to domain ontology. ACM ontology can be employed to 
accurately map a title with a topic which can be extended to find trending topics, subtopics and retrieve paper 
titles under the researcher’s area of interest and similar statistics with high precision. 
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